
Celebrity News: ‘Gossip Girl’
Alum Chace Crawford Is Dating
‘Blood  and  Oil’  Co-Star
Rebecca Rittenhouse

By Katelyn Di Salvo

New celebrity couple alert! Chace Crawford is dating his Blood
and  Oil  costar  Rebecca  Rittenhouse.  According  to
UsMagazine.com,  the  Gossip  Girl  alum  brought  in  his  30th
birthday with a special lady by his side. An insider says that
Rittenhouse  was  by  his  side  the  whole  night.  The  actor
celebrated the big 3-0 at the London Hotel in West Hollywood
California. Some partygoers were celebrity exes, Ed Westwick
and Jessica Szhor, sister Candace Romo, Zelda Williams, JC
Chasez, and Caroline Wozniacki. Rebecca and Chace are a fairly
new celebrity couple and are not serious yet, but it seems
that they do have some serious chemistry! Could there be some
new celebrity love in the air?

Celebrity  news  is  getting  juicy!
What are some factors to consider
before dating a co-worker?

Cupid’s Advice:

Dating a co-worker can be tricky business. Cupid has some
tips:

1.  Are you violating company policy?: It is important to
figure out if you are violating company policy by dating a
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coworker. It may not be worth losing your job, so do your
research.   You  may  even  be  able  to  talk  to  an  HR
representative about it if you are serious about dating your
coworker.

Related Link: Latest Celebrity News: Liam Hemsworth Is Hooking
Up with Co-Star Maika Monroe

2. Don’t date your boss/subordinate: Dating your boss or your
subordinate can bring a lot of tension into your relationship
and love life.  It can become difficult to separate work from
play, and that could be enough reason to break you apart.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Khloe Kardashian Hangs
With NBA Star James Harden in Vegas

3. You will be spending a lot of time together: When you date
a coworker, you will be spending a lot of time with them.
Although that may sound like a good thing, it may not be.
 Sometimes couples need time apart to keep the spark alive.
 If you are constantly seeing each other, especially in a work
environment where stress levels are high, it may do damage to
your relationship.

What would you consider before dating a co-worker? Share your
thoughts below.
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